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DeviceLynk utilizes Industrial IoT technology to create an 
information visualization tool with a light IT footprint that is simple 
to install and easy to use. By turning remote data into actionable 
information, DeviceLynk helps their customers achieve new levels 
of reliability, productivity and quality – while reducing costs and 
saving time through more effective resource utilization.

By focusing their development efforts in the areas of district 
energy, facilities management, oil & gas and water treatment 
facilities, DeviceLynk provides their customers with an innovative 
way to monitor specified areas of their business and make 
recommendations in operational efficiencies. In return, this 
capability allows employees to become more proactive in 
discovering new ways to cut costs and improve overall efficiency. 

By partnering with and utilizing the ThingWorx platform, 
DeviceLynk transformed their overall business strategy and 
developed a solution that has had considerable impact 
on their business and customer ecosystem. DeviceLynk 
customers now have the ability to tailor their IIoT platform 
to their specific business need and gather data on product 
performance and standards.

DeviceLynk Delivers Customized IIoT Solution Using 
IoT Cloud Service Enabled by ThingWorx

In today’s smart, connected world, companies are looking for any edge over the competition. 
DeviceLynk found an edge by developing an Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) solution from 
the ground-up, creating operational efficiencies within a specified product, and giving their 
customers the ability to monitor the status of a field asset, building, or other infrastructure from 
miles away. By shifting their business strategy and partnering with ThingWorx, DeviceLynk is able 
to create its own innovative, full-service IIoT solution that sets them apart from the competition.

ThingWorx is an excellent ‘we 
can do anything platform’ ”

– Adam Strynadka, Managing Director Devicelynk

http://thingworx.com
https://www.facebook.com/PTC.Inc
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Key IoT Business Drives and Challenges 

Previously to working with ThingWorx, DeviceLynk built an 
IIoT platform but found it lacked scalability. They needed 
something to capture and handle data from an unlimited 
amount of devices and customers. DeviceLynk turned to 
ThingWorx to help develop a new platform that is able 
to handle the needed data capture. The ThingWorx IoT 
platform has helped drive success in several areas, most 
notably scalability. DeviceLynk found through ThingWorx’s 
unlimited scalability, they have the capability to take in data 
more efficiently than before and connect it throughout the 
enterprise. One of the things they have done is speed up 
integration time and made it very easy to deploy by creating a 
template for users to manage their day-to-day activity.

By allowing DeviceLynk to simply create and tailor dashboards, 
mashups, and user interfaces, ThingWorx allowed the 
company to specifically focus on meeting customer needs. 
DeviceLynk’s Managing Director, Adam Strynadka touched 
upon key features of their platform such as, “By Drilling down 
into the data, adding services, and allowing users to access 
and build dashboards, we give customers a way to jumpstart 
their IoT strategy, a fantastic template that covers 95% of what 
customers need to do. Then we try to get a little bit more with 
their own specific use cases.”

This customizable aspect allows customers to understand 
their needs and to choose how they configure DeviceLynk’s 
IIoT platform.

DeviceLynk has created two levels of users; the admin-
user, who builds the default dashboards that everyone in 
the company sees, and a standard-user, who has read-only 
access to all default dashboards, but can also build their own 
personal dashboard view. This ability to drag-and-drop and 
build a custom dashboard is key to the customer’s success 
as is their ability to grab data and conduct real-time and 
historical alarming - all from DeviceLynk’s library of widgets 
they have pre-built.

Fresh from this successful deployment, DeviceLynk is using 
guidance from ThingWorx to create IIoT applications, as well 
as sophisticated and complex gadgets and widgets to cater to 
customer needs.

ThingWorx Platform: Solution and Benefits

Since implementing a solution based on the ThingWorx IoT 
Platform, DeviceLynk has seen an immediate increase in 
their sales, allowing them to transform their company and 
differentiate their business from the competition. Strynadka 
said, “Part of our business strategy was to turn this into a 
distribution model, so we’ve spent a lot of time working, 
locating, training and finding world class distribution partners.” 

For one of their largest customers, DeviceLynk has become their 
Internet of Things strategy and their front-end to all systems and 
sensors. Additionally, the customer’s various business units are 
integrating DeviceLynk into their standard offerings.

DeviceLynk went from scaling a maximum of 100 total 
assets across their customer base, to scaling up to 21 sites 
with hundreds of assets at each location. Their once limited 
ability to monitor and retrieve data from customer sites has 
disappeared, resulting in a new level of innovation. The data 
retrieved from these sites has made their customers more 
proactive in finding new ways to reduce cost, maintenance, 
and potential product downtime. The customer’s employees 
now have the ability to take a look at the product before a site 
visit; to understand how it’s functioning and can then make 
recommendations on process performance before committing 
time and resources.

Lynk field assets or other equipment utilizing Industrial IoT Technolo-
gy for real-time data capture.
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Future Direction of DeviceLynk

With their new and improved IIoT platform, DeviceLynk has big 
plans for the future direction of the company and how they 
will become an industry leader by concentrating on industry 
verticals and creating pre-canned dashboards that customers 
can add and modify on-the-go. 

From a technology perspective, DeviceLynk is very excited 
about the recently released ThingWorx Machine Learning 
platform and the applications that come with it. When asked 
if any of their customers were informed of the Machine 
Learning capabilities, Strynadka replied “One of our customers 
is a remote directional drilling operator that has a command 
center setup in Calgary to provide remote gamma support, 
remote tool support, and remote drilling essentially from that 
centralized location. They are ecstatic about getting some of 
their data specialists into these big data, machine learning, 
predictive failure models”. This once again ties back into the 
conversation of the scalability and predictive monitoring 
ThingWorx provides to users.

I think that single pane of glass 
story is what strikes me as being 
powerful about ThingWorx. To 
be able to come over the top of 
existing systems no matter what 
they are - I haven’t seen any 
limitations on the platform and 
that is what is really exciting.”

– Adam Strynadka
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